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You can be fairly certain that I’m not the first person to coin that cliché, and
nowhere near the last. British newspaper The Sun reported in recent days that a
biopic of late (and largely still dead) musician Kurt Cobain is in the works with
Robert Pattinson as the Nirvana front man. PopEater and Gawker have been
blogging about the story with a hint of disbelief, and I don’t blame them. We’re now
55 years from the death of actor James Dean and the entertainment industry has
finally stopped trying to brand every actor as the “next” Rebel Without A Cause.
The new martyr/rebel/misunderstood young man/died-too-early (unless you read
the actuary tables for heroin addicted rock stars) is Cobain. His widow, Courtney
Love, is helpfully suggesting that Scarlett Johansson play her in the proposed flick.
The disbelief just keeps on rolling. Some things that will never be considered by
Love or the studio, but I’ll just toss them in:

There is a difference between the brooding of Cobain and that of Robert
Pattinson. Great actors can play any role, and Bob is destined for a long career in
films. He bears a resemblance to Brando and Burton, or Montgomery Clift. Taking
on the drug addled, suicidal rock star with a stomach ache would mean washing

off much of the sheen that makes him a star and just plain transforming himself into Cobain.

About the differences between Scarlett Johansson and Courtney Love. Scar Jo is…well
damn. I’m out of words. She’s like asking for a pony for Christmas and  getting one. Like

 roller skating down K2. Like not needing glasses for the first time. Like…
anyway. Courtney Love is not an unattractive woman, but she does scream for product. I have
listened to Hole for years and admire Love’s music. I think she should be realistic about how
she is portrayed in her husband’s biopic. Suggestions on the actress to play Courtney Love?
Maybe Juliette Lewis. The thing now is to take a beautiful actress and throw dirt on her to

make her look punk. Kristen Stewart is star ring as Joan
Jett in The Runaways currently, so anything is possible. I can’t wait until the Ramones bio
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movie comes out starring Zac Efron as Joey. Clay Aiken in a new movie called “This Is Radio
Clash” would just be neat-o. Alright, I’m stopping. Have fun at the movies, I’ll wait for the DVD.
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